The Innovation
Adoption Equation
A step-by-step formula for developing
a successful MVP candidate.

By Frances Cairns,
Founder & CEO

Does This Sound Familiar?
It’s time to roll out your latest MVP! You just finished three days of customer
interviews for a new product concept, your staff left at the end of the day turning
over their first pass at “customer key pains” and “user stories”, you have endless
research to pore over... And your boss just texted asking to see the MVP before it
goes to the CEO and the investors for review!

Yikes! You don’t even have wireframes yet.
Creating an MVP is a pressure cooker of decisions, compressed into a short time
and compounded by multiple points of view from designers, developers, customer
researchers, and internal financial pressures.

What
The “what” of an MVP is pretty simple to
grok; it’s a barebones, rudimentary
solution, sufficient for early adopters to
touch, feel, and provide feedback.

How
The more significant challenge is “how” to
create a compelling MVP that customers
will find useful and valuable.

Cutting Through The Noise
To Create a Killer MVP:
At C\R Strategy Partners, our mission is to provide end-to-end frameworks that enable startups and corporations
to quickly move from theory to practice and continuously improve their innovation capabilities.
One such framework is the C\R Aligned Innovation Framework:
For the purpose of this guide, we’re focusing on the very heart of the C\R Aligned Innovation Framework…

The MVP Adoption Equation.

U + EE = a (O,V)
U (unmet customer needs) + EE (exceptional experience) = a (adoption) (Influenced by Outcomes, and Value)

“Unmet customer needs crafted into exceptional customer experiences equal
adoption, influenced by how well a product delivers customer outcomes and value.”

The Five Essential Principles:
Identify Unmet
Customer Needs

Design Exceptional
Experiences

by qualifying what is missing in the
customer experience. Leverage these to
determine the early product concept.

to meet the customers' most
urgent “points of need.”

Define and Track
Outcomes

Know and Measure the
Value

as the after-effect of the product
experience. The outcomes are the goals
and guides of the product experience.

that your product outcomes deliver for
customers.

Gain Early Adoption
by elevating “point of need solutions” to
the top of the user experience and
delivering a memorable customer
experience.

Principle 1:
Identify Unmet Customer Needs
“The genius of innovators is their ability to define unmet needs in the marketplace, see what is
missing, conceive of that ‘missing solution,’ and make it a useful product, a beneficial set of
experiences that produce value for a customer.” Frances Cairns

It is common practice to perform customer research to understand “customer pain points.” The
method is a great starting point but is not sufficient to make an innovative product that will be
adopted by customers when launched.
Customer research through an innovation lens takes things a step further, looking for and defining
“unmet customer needs.” Unmet customer needs are the playground for new inventions.
Let’s take a look at how we at C\R Strategy Partners put Principle 1 into practice with one
of our partners, Chegg.

Principle 1 In Action:
Identify Unmet Customer Needs

With a mandate from the CEO of Chegg, we created Chegg Money to enable students to build
their financial literacy skills. Our direct research with students revealed the following unmet
customer needs:

Unmet Need One:
Students were not easily able to find an
answer to financial questions at their point
of need.

Unmet Need Two:
Students don’t trust the financial resources
available online.

Unmet Need Three:
Students were not easily able to find an
answer to financial questions at their point
of need.

Based on our findings, we were able to ideate and create an exceptional experience,
forming a content funnel that met the students at these three points of need.

Principle 2:
Design Exceptional Experiences
“The winner in the innovation game is the individual who can use their imagination to generate
useful, beneficial, or advanced inventions that customers will adopt.” Frances Cairns

Principle 2 in Action:
Product Design for Unmet Need 1:
Students were not easily able to find an answer to financial questions at their point of need.
Our team ideation process resulted in “Money Moments.”
Based on our customer unmet needs analysis, we saw that students typically made very brief
inquiries to find answers to their most pressing financial questions. In order to help them find the
information they needed as quickly as possible, we created 1000 “money moments” in a questionand-answer format to align with students' online search habits. We placed the question-andanswer learning experiences at the top of the engagement funnel, to ensure reaching the
students at their point of need.

Principle 2 In Action:
Design Exceptional Experiences
Product Design for Unmet Need 2:
Students don’t trust the financial resources available online.
Again, using our unmet customer needs analysis, we were able to form relationships with
independent financial journalists and peers, who were tapped to create short text and video
content, as well as simple financial tools that “students could trust.”

Principle 2 In Action:
Design Exceptional Experiences
Product Design for Unmet Need 3:
Students don’t consider financial websites to be applicable to their experience.
Once again, based on our unmet customer needs research (are you seeing a pattern here?),
we created chat-like design elements and incorporated them into the platform as visual breaks.
Definition hover states were added to financial terms to make learning fast and easy. Financial
tools were placed under money moment answers to apply new literacy skills as needed.

Principle 3:
Gain Early Adoption
“The golden rule of early adoption is to place your most critical point of need solution
at the very top of the information hierarchy.” Frances Cairns
“Above the fold” is a term every business and marketer understands and quests after. It’s prime real
estate! You only get a few seconds to let your customers know who you are, what you do, and why
they need you.
To get those first few loyal users, make it clear that you prioritize content to meet their needs.
Answer your customers’ burning pain first, and they’re more likely to continue down the rabbit hole,
learning about what else you have to offer.

Principle 3 in Action:
We placed answers to life’s money moments above the fold at the top of the information
hierarchy to answer the most pressing unmet need.

Principle 4:
Define and Track Outcomes
“Defining and tracking product outcomes are the MVP compass to guide entrepreneurs to productmarket Fit.” Frances Cairns

Principle 4 in Action:
Outcomes are the results the product experience has on the customer. In the case of
Chegg, the intended outcome of the product experience was students gaining financial
literacy. Financial literacy was the guiding philosophy that influenced our decisions on
developing and prioritizing user experience, key features, and analytics.
“Questions People Ask Next” is an example product feature that drove student financial
literacy outcomes. Once a student's initial financial question was answered, they would
continue to click through to Questions People Ask Next, delving deeper into the knowledge
base. Students often noted, “I learned a lot that I did not even know to ask.” Customer
feedback was essential to testing what key features produced the intended learning
outcomes in this case learning about financial literacy in a point of need moment.

Principle 5:
Know and Measure Value
“What a customer values determines their behavior.” Frances Cairns
Product value, defined in an MVP use case, measures the influence a product has on a
customer’s behavior over time. Before launch, it is essential to define customer culture and
behavioral norms and align your product to meet early adopter expectations. Products that
produce an excellent result (outcomes) for a customer have an emotional afterglow that
influences their behavior. Do they love and evangelize your product, or deliver unwanted
negative reviews? Did they change their behavior due to repeated interaction with your
product? This is all crucial data to collect as part of your product measures.

Principle 5 in Action:
At the top of their product funnel, Chegg Money matches current student “search behaviors” with
popular financial answers from Google. It then advances students down the funnel by matching
trusted experts to answer the strongest point-of-need questions. Students learned more by
delving into common questions that people ask next. To measure student value, we started with
“Was this article helpful?”

Product Through-Line
Check List

Apply the Equation:
Organizations that implement the equation early and often, and continue to
use it as a mental model, report improving their potential for success,
gaining product-market fit faster, delighting customers with valuable
outcomes, and delivering on enterprise value.

Unmet Needs

Exceptional
Experience

Adoption

Outcomes

Value

MVP

Implementing The MVP
Adoption Equation:
While the MVP Adoption Equation is a relatively straightforward practice to
implement, it takes a great deal of experience and insight to get it right and
create a truly killer MVP. Oftentimes, we’re too close to our own business
and customers, causing blindspots that prevent us from seeing the way
ahead.

To help you gain the clarity you need, answer
the following questions:
1. Who is your customer?
2. What are the unmet needs of your customer?
3. What is missing in the customer experience today?
4. Are these needs being met in the market today?
5. Are you able to satisfactorily define and qualify these needs?
6. What are the 3 to 5 most significant unmet needs you can
address with your customer?
7. Have you tested with customers to see if your defined
needs are correct?
8. What user experiences can you create that will address the
unmet needs?
9. Is your user experience authentic to the needs of your
customers?
10. Is your user experience sticky? Does it create a good
feeling about your product or service?

Next Steps:
Our team has over three decades of collective experience in the field of
corporate and startup innovation. Together, we’ve helped launch over 100
successful new products, generating over $100B in market value.
If you would like to talk to one of our innovation experts about the MVP
Adoption Equation and how it can radically improve your MVP strategy, go
ahead and schedule a complimentary 30-minute chat, using the link below.

We look forward to partnering with you.

Book Free Consultation

